Realize
your
potential

Realize the potential that the
PFAFF® expression line has to offer
™

... and experience
a new dimension
of sewing and quilting!

Realize your potential
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The PFAFF® Original IDT™ System. Absolutely even fabric feed from both the top and the bottom.
Large sewing space. The sewing area to the right of the needle is super-sized for sewing large projects.
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A wide variety of beautiful stitches, including utility stitches, buttonholes, 9mm wide decorative stitches,
cross stitches, hemstitches and quilt stitches.
Automatic presser foot lift. Raises the presser foot instantly when the needle is set to stop down and /or at the
end of a seam, after a thread snip.
Thread Snips. Automatically cuts top and bobbin threads. Automatically cuts after buttonholes. Program cuts
in sequences.
LED Lights. Optimized bright lights illuminate the entire work area with no shadows.

Are you searching for new inspiration, the highest level of precision, and modern technology?
You will find all of this and more in the new expression line sewing machines from PFAFF®.
™

All it takes is one look at its unique design to understand that it is a sewer’s dream. With its
exclusive features, it fits perfectly in the new generation of PFAFF® sewing machines.

Illuminated graphic display. Clear, intuitive display shows the stitch in actual size at the recommended setting,
including all information.
Free-motion Mode. For easy quilting and beautiful free-motion embroidery.

... and experience
a new dimension
of sewing
and quilting.

New at www.pfaff.com
– THE PFAFF® ACCESSORY
CATALOGUE
PFAFF® has an impressive range
of presser feet and accessories
to enhance your sewing experience. Select from accessory feet
to help you be more precise or
others developed for specialty
techniques; there are even
accessories especially for
quilters. Expand the possibilities
with the right accessories.

External feed dog drop. Convenient location to lower the feed dogs from the front of the machine. Ideal for
stippling, free-motion embroidery or darning.
Extra presser foot lift. Raise the presser foot to its highest position to easily place thick fabrics or several layers
under the presser foot.
Stitch positioning. Makes it possible to change the needle position for all stitches.

Two models, each with exceptional features, are waiting to be discovered by you. Let yourself
be enchanted by an exciting new world of sewing and quilting.

Easy-access Stitch Selection. Quick and easy stitch selection by means of the Direct Selection Buttons.
Automatic Tie-off. Tie-off automatically at the beginning and the end of a seam for a quick and easy finish.
Needle up/down. Touch a button to set the needle to automatically stop up or down in the fabric for pivoting,
appliqué and more.
Speed Ranges. Adjust sewing speed for specialty threads or techniques.
Mirror image. Flip the stitch for more creative possibilities.
Information Button. Simply touch the Info Button and important sewing recommendations appear in the illuminated display.

QUILT STITCHES with
that hand-stitched character
and delightful stippling
stitches. Admired by quilters
all around the world.

37 needle positions. Variable needle positions for precise topstitching. Perfect for quilting and sewing zippers in place.
Integrated Needle Threader. Easy threading of the needle’s eye every time.
Large stitch plate. Features seam markings for perfect guiding to the left or right of the needle.
Sensormatic buttonhole. The exclusive Sensormatic buttonhole foot guarantees professional buttonholes on any fabric. Both sides
of each buttonhole are sewn in the same direction for precise stitch quality. Each buttonhole stitched to the exact length, every time.
Stitch sequencing and memories. Combine and save stitches and /or letters in a memory – sew in one step repeatedly.
Personal stitch settings. Change the settings on all built-in stitches to your personal liking. Save in a personal stitch memory.
ELECTRONIC KNEE LIFT.
Raise the presser foot
while your hands are
busy guiding the fabric.

Program sequencing commands. Program Stop, Tie-off or more into a stitch sequence.
Built-in sewing alphabets. Add a personal touch with a built-in sewing alphabet.
Tapering on all 9mm Stitches. Gradually increase or decrease the width at the beginning and /or the end of any stitch.
Choose different angles for more creative opportunities.
Twin needle program. Automatically adjusts the stitch width to prevent needle breakage.
Stitch width safety. Limits stitch width to center needle straight stitch while using straight stitch
needle plate and/or straight stitch foot to prevent needle breakage.
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quilt expression
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Stitch restart. Instantly returns to the beginning of your selected stitch or sequence.
Stop/Start button. Sew without foot control.
Electronic thread tension. Makes sewing simple. Best tension is set electronically for
different stitches and techniques.
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expression
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Your PFAFF® dealer:

Electronic Knee Lift. Raises the presser foot with an easy movement.
Bobbin thread sensor. Alerts you when your bobbin thread is running low.
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LED-LIGHTS
Optimized bright LED lights illuminate the entire sewing
area with no shadows.

Realize the luxury of creating
your own style

ILLUMINATED GRAPHIC DISPLAY
All information at one glance – everything is so clear!

Experience the timeless beauty of the PFAFF® expression™ line sewing machines. It will make you
want to begin sewing. An exciting world of colorful fabrics, inspring ideas, and unlimited possibilites
is awaiting you. There is more to discover than you can imagine. Turn the machine on and realize
the potential of the highest level of precision.
LED lights illuminate the entire work area,
with no shadows. Use the Direct Select
Buttons to easily choose the stitch of your
choice. The large Illuminated Graphic
Display shows you the selected stitch at
the recommended setting, including all
important information. Each setting can
be changed, in small steps, and the new
setting can be permanently saved in one
of the expression memories for later use.

CIRCULAR EMBELLISHMENTS
Create unique circles with 9mm
Stitches with the Circular Attachment
(optional accessory).

™

Start or stop the machine without the foot
control, if you like (*).
You’ll find sewing instructions for the exclusive
PFAFF® quilt and tips and hints for the design
cushion at www.pfaff.com

expression line
™
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The well-designed shape of the PFAFF®
expression line sewing machines offer
unbelievable space for sewing large
amounts of fabric. The presser foot is raised to its highest position (*), as if by magic. Right away you’ll notice the amazing
amount of space for thick fabrics and several layers.
™

*) quilt expression

(

™

4.2 only.

Immerse yourself in the fascinating selection of PFAFF® 9mm high-quality stitches
and alphabets – unique embellishments,
stitched perfectly. Change stitches, mirror them and combine them – completely
new patterns will immediately appear
before your eyes. Save your creations in
one of the machine’s memories and stitch
entire sequences in one step. Lower the
feed dogs from the front of the machine,
select one of the Free-motion modes, and
move the fabric as you choose to create a
unique stitched surface.
Select the Tapering function
to gradually increase or
decrease the width of the
stitches, creating fantastic
effects.
The exclusive Sensormatic Buttonhole foot
guarantees perfectly balanced buttonholes

Realize how exciting modern
quilting can be

on any fabric. Both sides of each are sewn
in the same direction for precise stitch quality. Each buttonhole stitched to the exact
length, every time.
The extra-large stitch plate has seam markings to the left and the right of the needle
to guarantee the right spacing and perfect
sewing results. With 37 different needle
positions available for straight stitch, you
can sew every stitch exactly where you
want it.
The bobbin thread sensor alerts you when
the bobbin thread is running low (*). Select
needle down when you stop sewing. The
needle remains in the fabric for easy pivoting. The PFAFF® expression line sewing
machines offer automatic tie-off at the beginning and end of each seam and the top
and bobbin threads are cut (*).

Personalize your projects with one of
alphabets. Combine 9mm stitches to
form sequences.

™

Perfect fabric feed – more
precise than ever before
The time-tested PFAFF® Original IDT™ System
and a highly developed sensor technology
guarantee the optimal feed you expect, on all
kinds of fabrics.
Everything stays in place. Lightweight and
silky fabrics don‘t pucker; stripes and plaids
match perfectly; curved seams are easy, with
very little pinning required.
The Original IDT™ System is exceptional for
grasping and feeding small fabric pieces, for
maximum precision and professional results.
Your PFAFF® expression line sewing machines move from a single layer to multiple layers
effortlessly and even sew over bulky seams
with no hesitation.
™

LARGE SEWING SPACE – a dream not only for quilters!
The well-designed shape of the PFAFF® expression™ line sewing machines offers unbelievable space for sewing
with large amounts of fabric. A sewing space of 250 mm (10”) – an unbeatable advantage when quilting.

1 EYE-CATCHER – Use sophisticated accessories, such as the PFAFF® Chenille

3 SEW-ON BUTTON PROGRAM – Sew on buttons automatically in only a few steps.

2 PFAFF® 9MM HIGH QUALITY STITCHES – Immerse yourself in the fascinating

5 FREE-MOTION – Beautiful free-motion quilting, stippling or thread painting.

Foot (optional), to create unbelievable effects.

selection of PFAFF® 9mm high quality stitches.

4 APPLIQUÉ – Professionally finished with exquisite satin stitching.

